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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates what behavior causes the formation of sink states in Finite State

Machines (FSM) through the lens of the Iterated Prisoner's Dilemma (IPD) game. In the IPD,

two players play multiple rounds where each round they can choose to cooperate or defect. A

FSM playing the IPD will decide to cooperate or defect based on its trained arrangement of states

and transitions. If all of the transitions from a state return back to that same state, that state is a

sink state. This paper finds that the chance of training a sink state is relative to the method of

training the FSM. Evolutionary learning techniques train sink states more often than

reinforcement learning techniques in most scenarios. This investigation provides insight into the

nature of finite state machines that could be applied in other domains.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to develop a better understanding of sink states via finite

state machines trained to play the iterated prisoner’s dilemma. Existing scientific literature on the

formation of sink states by machine learning agents is limited. This paper aims to provide insight

on the positive and negative effects of sink states and investigate their impact on the function of a

machine learning agent. The context of the iterated prisoner’s dilemma is used to train the finite

state machines due to the game’s relevance to many real-world settings, such as economics and

psychology.[19, 20] It is the belief of the author that the results of this paper will help inform future

analysis of trained machine learning models that contain sink states.

Prisoner’s Dilemma

The prisoner’s dilemma is a well known game in the field of game theory.[2, 23] It presents

a situation where two players choose to cooperate with each other or defect. A payoff (also called

score or reward) is given to each of the players based on the actions that are chosen. The four

possible outcomes of the game are given below.

If you play cooperate and the other player also plays cooperate, you both get a medium

reward. If you play defect and the other player also plays defect, you both get a small reward. If

you play defect and the other player plays cooperate, you get a large reward and they get no

reward. Inversely, if you play cooperate and the other player plays defect, you get no reward and

they get a large reward.
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One may note that defection always results in a better payoff than cooperation, regardless

of the other player’s choice.[19, 21, 23, 24] Because defecting offers a greater reward than cooperating,

purely rational self-interested players will defect, meaning the only possible outcome for two

purely rational players is for them to both defect, even though mutual cooperation would give a

greater reward.[19] Choosing to defect is each player’s best response in all circumstances, thus it is

the dominant strategy.[19] This situation entails that mutual defection is the only strong Nash

equilibrium in the prisoner’s dilemma, meaning neither player has anything to gain from

changing their own strategy.[12, 23, 24] The Nash equilibrium is important because it informs what

actions two rational players would take. It defines the optimal way to play against a rational

opponent. Thus, the dilemma is that mutual cooperation gives a better reward than mutual

defection but is not the rational outcome because the choice to cooperate, from a self-interested

perspective, is irrational.[19, 20, 21, 25]

The prisoner’s dilemma is studied for its ability to model many real world scenarios that

involve trust and cooperation, particularly in economics, psychology, sociology, and politics.[10, 11,

20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27] These perspectives on the prisoner’s dilemma note that a strategy has to consider

other players’ actions and reactions to be successful. [20, 21]

Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma

The Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma is a turn-based game played between two players.[1, 3, 24]

Each turn, each player chooses one of two possible actions: cooperate or defect. Each player then

receives a payoff for that turn based on the combination of what they played and what their

opponent played. Each player must lock in their action for the turn before their opponent’s action

is revealed and payoffs are distributed. Figure 1 gives a representation of what payoffs satisfy the

conditions to meet the rules of IPD.[2] Reading from left to right, the row player in the matrix gets
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the first value in a box, and the column player gets the second value in a box. For example, if the

row player chooses cooperate and the column player chooses defect, the row player gets a payoff

of D and the column player gets a payoff of A. If instead both the row player and the column

player choose cooperate, both the row player and the column player get a payoff of B. To qualify

as an Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma game, the value of the payoffs must be assigned such that A >

B > C > D, as the variables correspond to the matrix in Figure 1. Additionally, 2B > (D + A).

Figure 2 shows a common example IPD payoff matrix with values instead of variables. The total

payoff for a player is found by taking the sum of their payoffs for each turn.

The significant difference between the regular prisoner’s dilemma and the iterated

prisoner’s dilemma is that in the IPD both players remember previous actions and adjust their

strategy accordingly.[2] Trust can be established or broken based on previous actions, allowing for

mutual cooperation to exist. In the iterated prisoner’s dilemma, optimal strategy involves

attempting to achieve mutual cooperation with the other player and only defecting in

retaliation.[1, 2, 24] This is a more nuanced strategy than always playing defect in the regular

prisoner’s dilemma. The specifics of when to attempt cooperation and when to retaliate are what

differentiate the various advanced IPD strategies. One exception to this strategy is when the other

player does not retaliate against your defection, such as an always cooperate strategy. In that

situation, there is no threat, so the optimal strategy returns to always defect.[1, 2]
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Figure 1: The payoff matrix for Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma represented with variables,

where A > B > C > D.

Figure 2: A common example payoff matrix for Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma represented with

numerical values.
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Common Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma Strategy

Analysis of a single turn of the IPD (i.e. the regular non-iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma)

finds the Nash Equilibrium to occur when both players choose defect.[12, 19, 23, 24] This is because,

when looking at a single turn, defect will give a greater payoff regardless of what the opponent

plays. To illustrate, given the opponent plays cooperate and you play cooperate, you get a payoff

of 3. Given the opponent plays cooperate and you play defect, you get a payoff of 5. If instead

the opponent plays defect and you play cooperate, your payoff is 0. Given the opponent plays

defect and you play defect, your payoff is 1. If we have the goal of maximizing our payoff in a

single turn of the IPD, it is clear we should play defect.

However, this strategy does not scale well over more than one turn against rational

opponents. Consider the case that you and your opponent play a 5 turn IPD and you and your

opponent both choose to play defect each turn because it is the Nash Equilibrium. You each end

with a total payoff of 5. If instead you and your opponent both chose to play cooperate every

turn, both of your total payoffs would be 15. Given the goal is to get the greatest total payoff, we

can see playing defect each turn is not necessarily optimal.[1]

Improving one step past the always defect strategy, we get reactionary strategies.[1]

Reactionary strategies take in their opponent’s last action(s) and use that information to decide

their action. One popular and effective reactionary strategy is called tit-for-tat (TFT).[1, 2] TFT

plays whatever the opponent played last round. On the first round, TFT plays cooperate. This

strategy leads to mutual cooperation with opponents who are willing to cooperate, while also

defensively defecting against opponents who play defect. Reactionary strategies like TFT score

better than prescribed strategies, such as always defect, because reactionary strategies can adapt
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to their opponent’s playstyle.[2] A limitation of TFT is that it is unable to exploit opponents who

always play cooperate.[2]

The most advanced strategies for the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma come from

reinforcement learning agents.[1] There are a myriad of different techniques to perform

reinforcement learning. The underlying principle of reinforcement learning is to train the agent

by having it repeatedly perform a task. The agent is rewarded for doing the task well, and not

rewarded for doing the task poorly. The agent is built with the goal of maximizing its reward.

The underlying algorithm that governs the agent’s decision making process updates itself in

response to the reward it was given. After many iterations of training, the agent learns to do the

task well. The methods of reinforcement learning are somewhat intuitive because they mirror

how humans learn. In the context of the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma, the task the agent is

performing is choosing cooperate or defect each round. Doing the task well would correspond to

getting a high total payoff from the game (and thus a high payoff per turn as well).

However, an agent could be trained with a goal that is different from maximizing its own

total payoff. An agent could be trained to instead maximize the difference between its score and

its opponents score. The agent would then be rewarded based on how large that difference was,

regardless of the value of the agent’s score. This approach is similar to zero-determinant (ZD)

strategies used in IPD.[26] ZD strategies lead to both players having lower total payoffs, which

makes ZD strategies not as effective as other reinforcement learning strategies for the IPD.[26]

Maximizing payoff difference is a strategy that is more applicable to zero-sum games.

Conversely, an agent could be trained to maximize the sum of its total payoff and its

opponent’s total payoff. The agent would then be rewarded based on the value of the sum,

regardless of the value of the agent’s score. This goal is less interesting mechanically because the
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behavior of the agent converges to always play cooperate. However, the motivation is

compelling as it mirrors why economic trade and teamwork lead to better overall results than

economic isolation and strict competition.[19, 22]

Reinforcement Learning in the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma

There are several behaviors that reinforcement learning agents exhibit in the IPD that

provide insight into reinforcement learning as a technique. The first of which is behavior in the

first round of the IPD. In the first round, an agent has no information about its opponent to use in

deciding whether to cooperate or defect. The decision must be made based on the agent’s prior

training. This is why reactionary strategies such as TFT must prescribe their action on the first

round as part of their definition.[19] When reinforcement learning agents are given the goal of

maximizing their individual payoff and are trained against a collection of opponents, the agents

strongly tend to cooperate in the first round.[1] This is because several of the training opponents

would harshly retaliate against defection. Therefore, the agents’ training determined that

attempting to establish mutual cooperation on the first round was worth the risk of getting

exploited by an opponent who plays defect on the first round. However, this trained behavior of

cooperating on the first round would likely be different if the collection of training opponents

was more aggressive and prone to defection. In the IPD, an agent’s action in the first round plays

a large role in the overall outcome of the game. A first round defection correlates with lower

total payoffs on average for both the agent and the opponent if the opponent was willing to

cooperate.[23]

It is well known that the quality and properties of training data will affect the function of

an agent that trains with that data.[13, 15, 16] Furthermore, when an agent trains in a setting with

other agents, the behavior of the other agents will affect the results of the training agent.[13, 15, 16]
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For example, consider an agent A training to play chess. If agent A trains primarily against

aggressive opponents, agent A will likely perform poorly against defensive opponents. However,

if an agent B is trained against a wide range of aggressive and defensive opponents, agent B may

perform better overall than agent A, but agent B could perform worse than agent A when facing

aggressive opponents. Therefore, reinforcement learning agents should be trained with other

agents that are as representative of real use case agents as possible. Consider another example

where the reinforcement learning agent is piloting a self-driving car. If that agent is trained in

simulation with other cars that perfectly obey traffic laws, the agent will be ill-prepared to handle

more difficult situations caused by errors from other cars.

Taking from the IPD, reinforcement learning agents should also be trained with the

notion that first impressions of another agent can greatly affect the outcome of the interaction. In

a competitive setting such as the chess example, early moves can give away an agent's playstyle,

similar to how defecting in the first round strongly correlates to further defection in the IPD.[1]

Agents should be trained to take an initial action that signals their intent to other agents in

cooperative settings, or hides their intent in competitive settings. In settings where agents interact

with humans, care should be taken to avoid unwanted stereotyping of humans based on initial

interactions.[20]

Finite State Machines

Finite state machines (FSMs) are a type of agent used for machine learning tasks. As an

agent, finite state machines hold a policy that guides how the agent will interact with its

environment. Finite state machines represent that policy through a collection of states and

transitions.[15, 16, 17, 18]
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A state in a finite state machine is a representation of the current position in the execution

of its policy. A finite state machine can have many or few states, but must always have at least

one state. A finite state machine can only exist in one state at a time. Finite state machines can be

constructed in a way such that each state ascribes a particular action, and the finite state machine

will perform that action when in that state.

A transition in a finite state machine assigns a change from one state to another based on

an observation in the finite state machine’s environment. The observation acts as a trigger for the

finite state machine to take the transition from its current state to the transition’s destination state.

Transitions are one-directional and only between exactly two states. If a bi-directional behavior

is wanted, it requires two transitions. Finite state machines can be defined such that a specific

action is performed when a transition is taken, based on the observation in the environment.

Finite state machines are commonly used because they are easily human readable.[15, 18]

Other machine learning agents can often be cumbersome to trace action sequences or decipher

why an action was chosen, particularly if the agent was trained for a complex task. Finite state

machines are comparably simple to trace action sequences and understand what observations and

states led to those actions.[15] Finite state machines are also relatively easy to represent in a

diagram form, even when trained for a complex policy.[16, 17] These characteristics make finite

state machines a good choice when a clear and thorough understanding of an agent’s trained

behavior is required.

Finite state machines are the agent of choice for this paper because they give an

unambiguous representation of if a state is or is not a sink state.
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Sink States

With regards to a machine learning agent, a sink state is a state in which each possible

transition from that state returns the agent back to the same state.[14] State refers to an agent’s

current collection of beliefs about itself and its environment. A state is deemed a sink state

because the agent is stuck in that state once the agent transitions to the state. A sink state can

exist if the physical characteristics of the agent’s environment allow entry but not exit, such as

navigating into a pit. Alternatively, a sink state can be a state in which the agent’s decision

making policy and reward structure tell the agent to stay in a state indefinitely, regardless of any

possible environmental observations. This second interpretation of sink states is the most

applicable to the iterated prisoner’s dilemma.

A behavior reinforcement learning agents exhibit in the IPD is creating internal sink

states.[1] In the context of the IPD, a sink state refers to a state that the agent will not leave,

regardless of what actions the opponent and the agent take. For instance, a finite state machine

(FSM) chooses its action based on its current state and the opponent’s last action.[15] The FSM

then also transitions to its next state (which could be back to the state it is already at) based on

the opponent’s action. A FSM agent can create a sink state if a state in the FSM transitions back

to itself both when the opponent cooperates and when the opponent defects. Figure 3 shows a

FSM that was trained using evolutionary algorithms to maximize its own score in standard IPD

tournaments[1]. This FSM agent’s training has resulted in state 4 becoming a sink state. Figure 4

shows state 4 of the FSM. If the agent is in state 4 and the opponent last played defect, the agent

will play defect and transition back to state 4. If the agent is in state 4 and the opponent last

played cooperate, the agent will play defect and transition back to state 4. Thus, once the agent

reaches state 4, it will never leave state 4, regardless of how many rounds of the IPD are played
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It is important to note that a FSM agent’s actions are not relevant for defining a sink state.

The FSM agent could play any combination of cooperate and defect, as long as every action

transitions back to the previous state. Sink states can also be more loosely viewed as a small

collection of states that transition back to each other and do not leave their collection.

Different reinforcement learning techniques will be more or less susceptible to training

internal sink states. FSMs are highly susceptible to training internal sink states compared to other

techniques.[15, 18] Some reinforcement learning techniques do not explicitly have internal states,

but a pseudo-internal state could be defined. For example, standard neural networks do not keep

an explicit internal state, but one could argue the value of the weights of the neuron-edge

connections represent an internal state.[1] However, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) explicitly

have internal states.[1] Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) also explicitly have internal states, but

because of their probabilistic nature, HMMs are much less susceptible to training internal sink

states.[1]

In the IPD, there exist many hand-crafted strategies that always defect after the opponent

has defected some number of times.[1, 2, 23] This represents a kind of always defect sink state.

Hand-crafted strategies are relevant because they are a deliberate, simple, and effective human

designed approach to playing the IPD. The existence of these hand-crafted strategies shows that

sink states can be desirable.

In general, when training reinforcement learning agents, sink states can be dangerous

because an agent in a sink state is no longer updating based on its environment. Consider the

previously discussed FSM agent. If this agent reaches state 4, it will never be able to reach

mutual cooperation with its opponent. It is likely that the agent will be stuck in the undesirable

mutual defection for the rest of the game. Sink states inhibit reinforcement learning agents from
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reacting dynamically to their environment, which will likely reduce their performance.[14,

16] Researchers developing agents of any kind should be aware of sink states because they have

the ability to drastically alter the behavior of the agent, for better or worse.

Evolutionary Learning

Evolutionary learning is a population based trial and error approach to training a machine

learning agent that is inspired by evolutionary biology.[28, 29] Evolutionary learning involves

repeating a cycle of evolution steps until a stopping criterion is reached.[29] First, an initial

population of agents is created with randomly assigned specifications for their application, such

as random weights for performing actions and taking transitions. The initial population of agents

is evaluated and each agent is assigned a fitness score, which numerically represents the

effectiveness of the agent.

The cycle begins with reproduction, involving either crossover, where the traits of two

agents in the population are mixed to create a new child agent, or cloning, where one agent in the

population is copied to create a new child agent. With either crossover or cloning, the new child

agent has a chance of mutation, which randomly alters some of its traits. The child agents are

then evaluated, assigned a fitness score, and added to the population with the parent agents. The

population is then sorted by fitness score and a proportion of the agents with the lowest fitness

scores are removed. The cycle then repeats with another step of reproduction. The cycle stops

once a certain criterion is reached, such as a defined fitness score or number of iterations. The

agent with the highest fitness score at the end of training is generally taken as the final result.

Evolutionary learning performs well at approximating a broad range of problems.[29]

However, evolutionary learning can be prone to getting stuck in local optima.[28]
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Tragedy of the Commons

The tragedy of the commons is a situation where one or a few individuals harm the

collective through the over-use of a common resource.[6, 7, 8, 25, 30] A common example of the

tragedy of the commons is a single farmer overgrazing livestock on common pasture, causing the

pasture to be destroyed, depleting an otherwise renewable resource of fertile land.

In relation to environmental science, the tragedy of the commons is often mentioned in

relation to sustainable development.[7] In relation to the prisoner’s dilemma, the tragedy of the

commons shows that decisions made under collective rationality may not necessarily be the same

as those made under individual rationality.[7, 8] This mirrors how in the prisoner’s dilemma mutual

cooperation would yield better results than mutual defection, but defecting is the only rational

choice for an individual.[19]

Modern analysis of the tragedy of the commons finds that regulation and societal norms

work to mitigate the issue.[7] Despite this, the tragedy of the commons still finds applications in

modern problems, such as climate change, waste pollution, antibiotic resistance, herd immunity,

and digital pollution.[30]

Scientific Contribution

The scientific contribution of this paper involves producing data and experimentation

towards answering questions regarding sink states: What causes machine learning agents to train

sink states? Is the impact of sink states variable with different training methods? These questions

are addressed through the lens of finite state machines trained to play the iterated prisoner’s

dilemma. Thus, scientific work in those domains is reinforced. A comparison of reinforcement

learning and evolutionary learning in this domain is provided. Explicit analysis of these

questions can be found in the discussion section of this paper.
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Figure 3: A finite state machine trained using evolutionary algorithms to maximize its own score

in standard IPD tournaments[1].

Figure 4: State 4 from the finite state machine shown in Figure 3[1].
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS

Evolutionary Learning Implementation

The model being trained is a finite state machine (FSM). The FSM is a collection of

states and transitions. The number of states has been set to 18, per evidence from related work[1]

and experimental testing. DIfferent FSMs were tested with numbers of states ranging from 2 to

25. FSMs with a low number of states were found to perform less consistently, while any more

states beyond 18 were found to have no positive impact on consistency or fitness score but

increase training time. There are exactly two transitions from each state, but there can be as few

as 0 or as many as every transition to a particular state. One transition from a state corresponds to

the defect action in the prisoner’s dilemma, the other corresponds to cooperate. Based on the

action chosen by the opponent, the corresponding transition is taken by the FSM to reach the

next state. A transition can go back to the same state it started from, in a loop pattern. If both

transitions from a particular state return back to the same state, that is considered a sink state.

Each transition also specifies what action the FSM will play next, either cooperate or defect.

A FSM will always start the prisoner’s dilemma game from the same state, which could

be considered the FSM’s initial state. A FSM’s action on the first turn is randomly chosen when

the FSM is created, with equal probability between cooperate and defect. The FSMs are

generated with random transitions, such that the destination state of the transition is assigned

randomly and the action of the FSM when taking that transition is assigned randomly. However,

the transitions do not change after generation. You may refer to Figure 3 for an example of a

complete FSM, and you may refer to Figure 4 for an example of a single state with its transitions.
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The FSMs are trained by an evolutionary learning approach, which may also be referred

to as a genetic algorithm. The process begins by generating an initial population of 50 FSMs,

which have random transitions. Those FSMs are then evaluated by playing a 50 round prisoner’s

dilemma game against an opponent who defects a predefined percentage of the time. The FSM’s

score in the prisoner’s dilemma game is used to sort the FSMs in order of performance. This step

will be relevant in subsequent iterations. Next, a child is created from each member in the

population. Each child is a copy of their parent FSM, but there is a 25% chance per state that a

mutation could occur in the child FSM. If a mutation occurs, there is an even chance that either a

transition destination changes or a transition action changes. The child FSMs are evaluated in the

same way as the parents, by playing a 50 round prisoner’s dilemma game against an opponent

who defects a predefined percentage of the time. The entire population (now 100 FSMs total) is

sorted again based on their scores, but now the bottom 50 FSMs are removed from the

population. The process of generating children, evaluating, sorting, and removing the worse

performers is then repeated for 500 iterations (or stopped early if there have been 50 consecutive

iterations where the top performing FSM has not changed). The entire 500 iteration process is

repeated for different opponents (different percentage chance to defect).

Reinforcement Learning Implementation

The reinforcement learning approach also trains a finite state machine (FSM). The FSM

is a collection of states and transitions. Testing for the reinforcement learning finite state

machine (RLFSM) found no meaningful difference in consistency or fitness score for a number

of states between 5 and 25. The RLFSM was chosen to also have 18 states to limit the number of

differing factors between the RLFSM and the evolutionary learning FSM for the purpose of
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comparison. The RLFSM also keeps a fitness score that is evaluated the same as the evolutionary

learning FSMs for comparison.

The RLFSM assigns a weight to each possible action at a state (cooperate and defect),

and assigns a weight to each possible transition. The weight value is calculated as the sum of

reward earned by the RLFSM in the next two turns after the action or transition was selected,

divided by the number of times that particular action or transition was selected. Each state has a

weight for choosing cooperate and a weight for choosing defect. Each state has a weight for

transitioning to each other state based on if the opponent played cooperate or defect last round.

The total number of transition weights for a given state is 18 cooperate transition weights plus 18

defect transition weights for a total of 36 transition weights per state. All weights are initialized

to 1.

The weights consider the next two turns as a way to account for the future impact of

playing an action affecting the opponent’s decision making. This formulation was found to

significantly increase the fitness score of the RLFSM against a tit-for-tat opponent. During

training, the actions and transitions played by the RLFSM are chosen stochastically, with each

possible action or transition having a probability proportional to its weight. The weights are

updated after each turn during training. Once training is finished, the RLFSM is made

deterministic by selecting the action and transitions at each state with the highest weight. The

deterministic RLFSM has one action and two transitions per state, one transition if the opponent

plays cooperate, the other transition if the opponent plays defect. When training against a

tit-for-tat opponent, the weight to play cooperate settled at 2.80 while the weight to play defect

settled at 1.90 for all states. The RLFSM was trained for 500,000 iterations of 50 round IPD

games, for a total of  25,000,000 rounds. This number of iterations was found to be sufficient for
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the weights to converge to a settled value. After being made deterministic, the RLFSM was

evaluated against the same opponent it trained against to gather the RLFSM’s fitness score and

sink state properties. The same fitness score and sink state definitions from evolutionary learning

FSMs are used for RLFSM.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

Evolutionary Learning Implementation

Data was collected only from the best performing (highest fitness score) ELFSM in its

population after training. 1000 unique populations of ELFSMs were trained for each opponent

percent chance to defect, as shown on the graphs.

The average number of sink states trained by ELFSMs per the opponent’s percent chance

to defect is graphed in Figure 5. Training a sink state is most likely when the opponent’s chance

to defect is approximately 65%. There is a significant reduction in the amount of sink state

training when the opponent is highly likely to defect or highly likely to cooperate.

Figure 5: Average number of sink states trained by evolutionary learning FSMs per the

opponent’s percent chance to defect after 1000 iterations.
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A comparison of the average fitness score between ELFSMs that trained sink states vs.

ELFSMs that did not train sink states is graphed in Figure 6. The fitness scores for ELFSMs that

trained sink states vs those that did not train sink states are nearly identical at all levels of

opponent defection. However, there is a consistent but small increase in the fitness of ELFSMs

with sink states over those without, which is about 1 fitness score point. At the extremes of 0 and

100 percent chance to defect, the ELFSMs were able to achieve a perfectly optimal score given

the opponent’s action. The trained ELFSMs achieved the optimal score by playing defect every

round.

Figure 6: Average fitness score between evolutionary learning FSMs that trained sink states vs.

evolutionary learning FSMs that did not train sink states.
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The number of sink states trained by the highest fitness score ELFSMs of their population

are graphed in Figure 7. It was by far most common for the ELFSMs to train either zero or one

sink state. When the opponent’s percent chance to defect was between 35% and 85%, it was most

likely to train one sink state. Otherwise, it was most likely to train zero sink states. None of the

trained ELFSMs had more than three sink states.

Figure 7: Number of sink states trained by evolutionary learning FSMs.
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Data collected from training ELFSMs against a tit-for-tat strategy is listed in Table 1.

When the ELFSMs were trained against an opponent playing the tit-for-tat strategy, the best

ELFSM of the population always achieved a fitness score of 150, regardless of if one or more

sink states were trained. This was due to the best ELFSM playing cooperate every round vs. the

tit-for-tat opponent.

Table 1: Evolutionary learning FSMs trained against a tit-for-tat strategy.
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The number of sink states trained by ELFSMs playing against a tit-for-tat strategy is

graphed in Figure 8. Relatively few of the ELFSMs that played against tit-for-tat trained sink

states. The sink state formation rate most closely resembled an opponent with a 0 percent chance

to defect. This result correlates with the fact that the tit-for-tat opponent did play cooperate every

round. Given that evolutionarily trained FSMs playing against tit-for-tat are adverse to training

sink states, the results suggest training sink states is unfavorable when playing the IPD against

cooperative opponents.

Figure 8: Number of sink states trained by evolutionary learning FSMs playing against a

tit-for-tat strategy.
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Reinforcement Learning Implementation

Data was collected after the RLFSMs were made deterministic. 1000 unique RLFSMs

were trained for each opponent percent chance to defect, as shown on the graphs.

The average number of sink states trained by RLFSMs per the opponent’s percent chance

to defect is graphed in Figure 9. Training a sink state is most likely when the opponent’s chance

to defect is 100%. There is a slight increase in the amount of sink state training when the

opponent is highly likely to cooperate. This data trend is nearly opposite of the ELFSM sink state

formation. Overall, RLFSMs are less likely to form sink states than ELFSMs.

Figure 9: Average number of sink states trained by RLFSMs per the opponent’s percent chance

to defect after 1000 iterations.
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A comparison of the average fitness score between RLFSMs that trained sink states vs.

RLFSMs that did not train sink states is graphed in Figure 10. The fitness scores for FSMs that

trained sink states vs those that did not train sink states are nearly identical at all levels of

opponent defection. However, there is a consistent but small increase in the fitness of RLFSMs

without sink states over those with sink states, which is an average of 1.3 fitness score points.

This indicates the sink states on average detracted from the RLFSM’s effectiveness. At the

extremes of 0 and 100 percent chance to defect, most RLFSMs were able to achieve a perfectly

optimal score given the opponent’s action. The trained FSMs achieved the optimal score by

playing defect every round.

Figure 10: Average fitness score between RLFSMs that trained sink states vs. RLFSMs that did

not train sink states.
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The number of sink states trained by RLFSMs is graphed in Figure 11. It was by far most

common for the FSMs to train zero sink states. When the opponent’s percent chance to defect

was 100% there was a dramatic rise in the chance to train one sink state. Otherwise, there is a

slight increase in the chance to train one sink state close to 0% chance to defect. None of the

trained RLFSMs had more than two sink states. RLFSMs almost never trained more than one

sink state.

Figure 11: Number of sink states trained by RLFSMs.
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Data collected from training RLFSMs against a tit-for-tat strategy is listed in Table 2.

When the RLFSMs were trained against an opponent playing the tit-for-tat strategy, the trained

deterministic RLFSM always achieved a fitness score of 150, regardless of if one or more sink

states were trained. This was due to the RLFSM playing cooperate every round vs. the tit-for-tat

opponent.

Table 2: RLFSMs trained against a tit-for-tat strategy.
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The number of sink states trained by RLFSMs playing against a tit-for-tat strategy is

graphed in Figure 12. It was rare for the RLFSMs that played against tit-for-tat to train sink

states. The sink state formation rate most closely resembled when RLFSMs played an opponent

with a 65 percent chance to defect. Given that RLFSMs playing against tit-for-tat are adverse to

training sink states, the results suggest training sink states is unfavorable when playing the IPD

against cooperative opponents.

Figure 12: Number of sink states trained by RLFSMs playing against a tit-for-tat strategy.
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

Game theory provides a useful tool for modeling real world phenomena in academic

settings.[9, 10, 11, 12, 13] To that effect, the prisoner’s dilemma is particularly applicable to economics

and the tragedy of the commons. The design of the iterated prisoner’s dilemma is such that the

optimal strategy for maximum overall utility is mutual cooperation.[3, 5] This is clear from the

utility payouts, with mutual cooperation being 3 + 3 = 6 utility while defection into cooperation

yields 0 + 5 = 5 utility and mutual defection yields 1 + 1 = 2 utility. This formulation is

supported by real world evidence that rational trade is mutually beneficial and leads to stronger

economies by promoting specialization.[10, 11] Given this understanding, the behavior of the

evolved FSMs gives a unique insight into other optimal behavior.[15, 16, 17, 18] When faced against

an opponent who is willing to cooperate but will defensively defect, there is no individual

incentive to ever defect. The lost utility from provoking the opponent to play defect outweighs

any potential gain from defecting against cooperation. Mutual cooperation among rational

opponents is an evolutionary stable strategy.[4] With rational opponents, the optimal strategy for

maximum overall utility is also the optimal strategy for individual utility. However, this concept

is disputed by the tragedy of the commons.

Korman and Vacus state the tragedy of the commons “aims to capture situations in public

goods systems where self-interested individuals behave contrary to the common good by

depleting or spoiling the shared resource.”[6] In relation to the prisoner’s dilemma, this reflects

the relationship of defecting while others attempt cooperation. The tragedy of the commons

provides a counter to the idea that rational agents will still achieve mutual cooperation when
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motivated by self interest.[6, 7, 8] If the reward of mutual cooperation is too low or the punishment

for mutual defection is too minor, the behavior of mutual cooperation will not arise. This can be

seen by changing the utility payouts for the IPD. If maintaining the longevity of a shared public

resource is the goal, regulations must be in place to ensure the utility of an individual's actions

falls within the scope of the prisoner’s dilemma definition.[2]

Harper et al. have shown that agents trained by reinforcement learning techniques exhibit

behavior of mutual cooperation every round in the iterated prisoner’s dilemma.[1] That behavior

mirrors the behavior of evolutionary learning FSMs trained against tit-for-tat, and the results of

this paper confirm that reinforcement learning techniques for FSMs in the IPD also train a low

number of sink states. Sink states represent a lack of adaptation to opponent actions, which may

be detrimental when playing the IPD against intelligent opponents.[14] However, intelligent IPD

players trained by reinforcement learning or evolutionary learning always choose mutual

cooperation when playing against other intelligent players, which is a static strategy. Thus, sink

states appear to be most useful when the opponent’s behavior is erratic. In evolutionarily trained

FSMs, constant cooperation or constant defection leads to few sink states being trained. The

evolutionary learning shows that sink states (and thus an inflexibility in thinking and response)

are useful against chaotic and non-intentional opponents, but sink states are not useful against

rational and intentional opponents. This is why evolutionary learning FSMs minimally trained

sink states against 0% chance to defect and 100% chance to defect opponents; Those opponents

are adhering to a non-chaotic behavior. Perhaps sink states in ELFSMs are a way to limit

overanalyzing of an erratic opponent strategy, allowing a consistent response, which is likely to

consistently play defect. In that case, training sink states is a reaction to erratic behavior that

reintroduces some stability.
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However, reinforcement learning FSMs do not follow the same patterns of evolutionary

learning FSMs. The data gathered shows that RLFSMs are overall much less likely to train sink

states than ELFSMs. Reinforcement learning FSMs do however train more sink states than

evolutionary learning FSMs when the opponent always cooperates or always defects. The overall

trends for RLFSM and ELFSM sink state formation are nearly inverse of each other. This study

shows that patterns of sink state formation are highly dependent on the learning method used to

train the agent. One common ground between RLFSMs and ELFSMs is that they both rarely

trained sink states vs. a tit-for-tat opponent. This implies that training sink states vs. reactionary

opponents is disadvantageous. Further study of sink state formation by other learning techniques

would be insightful for better understanding these patterns.

To answer the questions posed by this paper about sink states: The method of sink state

formation is variable dependent on the learning technique used. For evolutionary learning, a sink

state is formed when initialization or mutation of an ELFSM randomly selects both transitions of

a state to point back to itself. This could be done via two separate mutations, once for the

opponent cooperate transition and once for the opponent defect transition. That ELFSM must

also have a high enough fitness score to last in the population or at least pass the sink state on to

a child ELFSM.

For reinforcement learning, a sink state is formed when the transition weights are greatest

on the transition that returns a state to itself. This must be true for both the cooperate transitions

and the defect transitions. For those weights to occur, the reward earned by the RLFSM after

taking the transition must be greater than the reward earned after taking the other transitions on

average.
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By the nature of both of these learning methods, the sink states offer some utility or at

least don’t detract from the FSMs utility, otherwise they would be trained out. At the

foundational level, both training methods rely on pseudo-randomness during training. Thus,

although training is done via an intentionally defined method, some amount of sink state

formation is left to chance.

For both evolutionary learning and reinforcement learning, the difference in fitness scores

between FSMs with sink states and those without was relatively minor, approximately 1 to 2

fitness points on average. ELFSMs with sink states had higher fitness scores on average, while

RLFSMs with sink states had lower fitness scores on average. These results indicate that the

impact of sink states does vary based on the training method used, but not to a drastic degree.

The same optimal end behavior of the trained FSMs could be generated with or without a sink

state, limiting the effect of any sink states. For example, either reinforcement or evolutionary

learning FSMs could train to always cooperate when playing against a tit-for-tat opponent, with

or without a sink state. However, ELFSMs did train significantly more sink states on average

than RLFSMs, showing that sink states were more beneficial to ELFSMs fitness during training.

Altogether, evolutionary learning benefited more from sink states than reinforcement learning.

Future work studying sink state formation in another domain, especially one where it is

hard to train optimal behavior, may yield more insight into the effects sink states have on

machine learning agents. In an effort to combat the black box problem of artificial intelligence,

all avenues of better understanding machine learning methods should be explored.[31, 32]
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated what behavior causes the formation of sink states in Finite

State Machines (FSM) through the lens of the Iterated Prisoner's Dilemma (IPD) game. A FSM

playing the IPD will decide to cooperate or defect based on its trained arrangement of states and

transitions. If all of the transitions from a state return back to that same state, that state is a sink

state. This paper finds that the likelihood of training a sink state is dependent on the method of

training. Evolutionary learning methods were more prone to sink state formation than

reinforcement learning methods. However, evolutionary learning and reinforcement learning

produced finite state machines with similar scores in the iterated prisoner’s dilemma. It is

drastically unlikely that sink states will be formed when training against a rational opponent.

Sink state formation is found to be correlated with erratic opponent behavior when using

evolutionary learning techniques. Given the results gathered from these experiments, future work

could seek to utilize sink states as a way of regulating responses to erratic situations, such as

dynamically changing environments or unpredictable outside agents.
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